Cohere™
Tables

Cohere Tables - Go Anywhere, Do Anything
The single table line with multiple personalities for today’s
dynamic workplaces.
When the room calls for a colossal conference table. When flip-top training
tables are needed. Or when bar-height cafeteria tables are on the facility’s
must-have list. Each and every time, Cohere™ is the perfect solution. The
single table line can go anywhere and do anything. Multiple top shapes and
leg styles can be combined in virtually infinite ways, while simple lines and a
shared foot design deliver a single understated aesthetic that complements
and unifies office space.
With conference tables, flip and nest and stationary training tables, bistro
tables and more, Cohere maintains a coherent, cohesive look and feel for
every need.

Cohere™
Tables
Cohere Tables
Cohesively
complementary.
1. Plays well with others.

A variey of tables for collaborating,
learning, meeting, or socializing. Can be
combined in creative and useful ways.
Simple lines blend seamlessly with
surroundings and other furnishings.

2. Mobile Flip & Nest Tables. are
ideal for training rooms.
OCCASIONAL TABLES IN LOUNGE SETTING

cohesive

Cohere is a complete and comprehensive
table line. Every table within the line is
designed to complement and flatter.

expressive

More than 900 standard laminate options
allow plenty of creative latitude. Different
tables offer different base options, each of
which beautifully complements the others.
Bases are available in a black, silver, or white
powdercoat finish, with optional polished
aluminum feet.

Ideal for training rooms or any application
that requires frequent reconfiguration.
Locking casters and optional ganging
hardware provide stability, but easily
disengaged when moved. Choose
standard black casters or optional white
nylon casters.

3. Change the shape of training.

Transition tables allow for creative
formations—V-shapes, U-shapes, semicircles, and more. Choose fixed-height or
pin-height adjustable tables to encourage
healthy posture variations during long
sessions.

BOAT-SHAPED CONFERENCE TABLES

4. Conference Tables make
meetings easy and effective.

Cohere offers full-size rectangular or boatshaped conference tables to meet any
need. Round conference tables are offered
in three sizes, perfect for small groups and
collaborative sessions.

5. Versatility and visual harmony.

BAR HEIGHT HOSPITALITY TABLES

Dining-height and bar-height tables
vary the visual landscape in cafeterias
and break rooms. Round and square
Occasional Tables add style to public areas
and spaces.
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